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Several decades ago social scientists studying city life were
likely to devote a good deal of attention to problems of assimilation
and acculturation of the immigrants vino composed a large part of
America's growing metropolitan population* This scientific interest
reflected a popular concern with "Americanization" and issues of
immigration control. In recent years the immigrant problem has given
way to the new raoe problem in public consciousness and in academic
inquiry* The "race" problem is not new, but recent events and trends
have pushed it more and more into the focus of attention*
Consider the following illustrative facts. Between 1940 and
1960 the non-white population more than doubled in thirty of the metro
politan areas of the United States; all but one of these was in the
North or West rather than in the South, the historical region of Negro
concentration*
The common trend in metropolitan areas throughout the country is
for non-whites to concentrate primarily in the central cities. In the
Atlanta area, 182,899 out of the metropolitan total of 221,000 non-
whites live inside the central city* The proportion of the non-whites
in the corporate city has risen from 31*2 per cent in 1950 to 37*5 per
*See Robert E. Park, Society (Chicago, 1954) and Human Communi
ties (Chicago, 1952)«
cent in I960* Thus* Atlanta is no exception to this metropolitan
trend*
Negroes in 1940 lived in more or less segregated areas, but
often in mixed neighborhoods* In 1940, there was only one out of the
sixty-six census tracts in Atlanta with no Negro residents* However, by
1960, twenty-seven out of the one hundred sixteen census tracts have no
Negro residents* This reflects the trend toward greater segregation of
the Negro population*
Atlanta's increasing Negro population has little choice but to
settle in those residential areas which already have a substantial pro
portion of Negro residents* This results in crowding and congestion*
The problem of housing, health, and safety are linked inextricably with
the race problem*
Ihile it is known generally that the Negro population is increas
ing rapidly and that a pattern of residential segregation is operative in
Atlanta, it is quite possible that responsible persons are unaware of the
changes that have occurred in the dimension and configuration of the
"race problem" in metropolitan areas in recent years. It would be rather
difficult to obtain all the relevant facts, even though they are avail
able* By compiling and interpreting some of the obtainable facts con
cerning the expansion of the Negro community and the spatial distribution
of the Negro population of Atlanta, Georgia, this research project might
contribute to the efforts of those who deal with the problematic aspeots
of Negro life in metropolitan areas* It is assumed that ameliorative
measures in the area of race relations that are planned on the basis of
systematic knowledge have a better chance to succeed than those guided
by hunches or limited personal impressions*
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Leading ideas*—It is agreed generally that shelter is one of
the basic necessities of life. In a delimited area which contains an
ever-increasing population* space to be used for shelter or residence
presents a problem. In a southern city, characterized by a system of
segregation, the competition for looation in spaoe is -very intense for
the non-white element; for the non-white element of the population is
contained not only because of spatial limitations but also because of
racial barriers* With this as a format, this study is an attempt to
describe the spatial distribution of the non-white population of Atlanta,
Georgia. Moreover, an attempt will be made to study the pattern of ex
pansion of the non-white population*
Review of related literature.—The Negro has been the object or
subject matter of many studies* However, not too much significant demo
graphic research has been done on the Negro, especially in the South*
The persons who have made significant contributions related to
this study aret Otis and Beverly Duncan who did a contemporary study
of the Negro population of Chicago* This study was an attempt to pro
vide factual information concerning the distribution and characteristics
of the Negro population of Chicago and to provide soientific understanding
of urban growth*
It was found that the Negro migrant has compensated for the
decrease in foreign immigrants* Also, the white population has decreased
proportionately* The major finding directly related to this study is
that Negroes tend to settle in those areas which already have a high
percentage of or almost complete Negro occupancy* They list the following
*Otis Duncan and Beverly Duncan, The Negro Population of Chicago
(Chicago, 1957).
stages of succession in their treatment of population turnover* penetra
tion, invasion, consolidation, and piling up*
This investigation is an attempt to determine the spatial dis
tribution of the non-white population of Atlanta as the Duncans accomplished
in their study. In order to carry out the present study, the concept
"residential succession" as used by the Duncans is employed* That is, the
following stages of succession are applied to the non-white population of
Atlantas invasion, consolidation, and piling up*
Drake and Cayton discussed the residential problems of Negroes in
a treatment of "The Black Belt*" They found that while other ghettoes
tended to disperse over time, the Black Belt tends to become more con
centrated. The inhabitants of the Black Belt can neither expand as a
group nor expand as individuals* This restriction is attributed to the
whites' attitudes toward Negroes. If an area and the inhabitants therein
are defined as undesirable, expansion of the area will be resisted. How
ever, if the inhabitants are able to change the feature or features that
make the area undesirable (poverty, name, foreign language, or distinctive
customs), they may move out of the area and lose themselves in the white
middle-class neighborhoods. Negroes, beoause of color, are unable to
move out of their ghetto* Therefore, Negro areas must expand as a part
of a constantly growing Black Belt or stagnate as a deteriorating slum*
Atlanta's Negro population is analyzed in this study to determine
if a ghetto is present. Also, attempts are made to determine if the
Negro population is expanding or to see if it is becoming more concentra
ted as was apparently found in Black Metropolis.
. Clair Drake and Horace Cayton, Black Metropolis t A Study of
Negro Life in a Northern City (New York, 1945;,
Frazier studied the Negro family under different cultural con
ditions* He pointed up the influence of the community situation on the
manifestation of social problems. While this study was not conducted to
specifically treat the expansion of the Negro community in Chicago, it
did of necessity deal with the matter since the increasing Negro popu
lation had to have residence which inevitably led to population turnover.
Frazier reflects the influence of Park, Burgess, and McKenzie. He, too,
felt that the expansion of the Negro community was bound up with the
process of urban growth*
In this study, the increase in Atlanta's Negro population is
treated as a factor resulting from urban growth. Better employment oppor
tunities, better educational opportunities, and better social conditions
provide an environment conducive to population increase. As this popu
lation increases, it must expand spatially or a condition of population
density and congestion will ensue*
Duncan correlated residential distribution with occupational
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stratification* He felt that ecological analysis refleots urban social
stratification, and that differences in the residential distribution of
occupation groups parallel the differences in socio-economic status*
Residential concentration or residential centralization in low-rent areas
is universally related to socio-economic status*
This study employs some of the basic concepts used by Duncan in
analyzing Atlanta's Negro population distribution* While occupational
stratification is not used as an index of residential distribution in
%• Franklin Frazier, The Negro Family in Chicago (Chicago,
1932)*
2Otis D. Duncan, "Residential Distribution and Occupational
Stratification," American Journal of Sociology, IX (March, 1955), 493-503.
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this investigation, it is a basic assumption that residential concentra
tion in low-rent areas is related to socio-economic status*
Ihitehead studied the Negro population of Atlanta within the
framework of residential succession. He found that the residential
pattern was firmly set in 1950 and that the Negro population has been
confined to specific areas in the city. Thus, a relatively small number
of tracts have continued to pile up with the increasing Negro population.
Due to population pressure on these tracts, Negroes have begun to pene
trate tracts occupied exclusively by whites.
All of the studies reviewed in this section are related to
this investigation in that each falls within the ecological framework,
i.e., the spatial and temporal relations of human beings. These relations
are affected by the selective, distributive, and accomodative forces of
the environment.
The tools and techniques utilized in this study are strikingly
similar to those used by the authors whose works were reviewed. Also,
basic concepts used in this study have been taken from the works that
were just reviewed.
Tools and techniques.—This study is conducted largely by the
use of statistical techniques. Information concerning the expansion of
the Negro community and its pattern of residential succession is obtained
from the Seventeenth Census and a booklet published by the Atlanta Region
Metropolitan Planning Commission (i960).
The census traots for Atlanta proper are classified according
to stages of succession. (A very detailed discussion of the concept
James W. TOiitehead, "The Negro Population of Atlanta" (un
published Master's thesis. Department of Sociology, Atlanta University,
1958).
succession is presented in the next chapter.) The various stages of
succession are determined by the percentage of Negroes residing in the
particular census tract under question in 1950 and I960. Those tracts
having 97.5 per cent or more of the population non-white in both 1950 and
1960 are classified as "piling up." For methodological reasons, consoli
dation is divided into three classes: late consolidation, consolidation,
and early consolidation* The three classes of consolidation include
varying percentages of Negroes from two per cent to 97.4 per cent*
Invasion refers to those areas having less than two per cent of
the population non-white and less than 250 non-white residents in 1950.
However, these tracts have 250 or more non-whites in I960. Since census
tract data providing information separately for white and non-white resi
dents are only available for those tracts having 250 or more non-white
residents, all tracts having less than 250 non-white residents in 1960
are excluded from analysis. For this reason, penetration, as a stage of
succession, is not analyzed*
Tables, maps, and graphs are used to show the varying rates of
succession manifested in the forty-three census tracts analyzed and to
compare the percentage of non-whites as over against those of whites in
residential areas. Also, these techniques provide for meaningful pre
sentation of the data obtained in the application of the Duncans' theory
of residential suooession to the non-white population of Atlanta, Georgia.
CHAPTER II
THE CONCEPT OF SUCCESSION
Competition and selection affect all forms of life in the uni
versal struggle for location in space. Since competition is present in
all forms of life, whether plant or animal, it naturally follows that in
the continuous struggle for existence, the competitive prooesses play
an important role in determining the distribution of individuals as well
as groups**
The spatial distribution of people is a major concern for human
ecologists. Park states that human ecology is a study of the spatial and
temporal relations of human beings. These relations are affected by the
2
selective, distributive, and accomodative forces of the environment.
Ecologists have subdivided the process of selection according
to the patterns of distribution that develop in time and space. These
3
patterns of distribution have been designated as ecological processes*
MoKenzie has identified the five ecological processes as followst con
centration, centralization-decentralization, segregation, invasion, and
succession*4
*Noel Gist and L. A. Halbert, Urban Society (New York, 1933),
p. 110*
2Robert Park, The City (Chicago, 1925), pp. 61-62.
5Gist and Halbert, op. cit., p. 109.
4Park, Human Communities, op. cit., p. 85*
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The emphasis in this study is placed on only one of these major
ecological processes, namely, succession* This concept bears various
connotations in different population studies. For Hawley, the term
succession is used to refer to the sequence of changes by which units of
one land use or population type place those of another in an area. The
succession approaches its culmination with the achievement of numerical
preponderance by the invading population or land use type. It reaches
completion with the importation of the customary institutions and
services of the new occupants. Control of the area has thus passed to
the invader and a condition of relative equilibrium is established,1
McKenzie treats the problem of population turnover by employ
ing the concept "invasion." He felt that there were two main classes of
invasion—those resulting from change in the use of land and those resulting
from change in type of occupants. The process of invasion is manifested
ordinarily when an inferior group replaces a superior group in an area
and gradually changes its complexion to match the culture of the in*
trading element. However, invasion is not always characterized by the
displacement of a superior group by an inferior group*
Gibbard employed the concept "residential succession" to refer
to the process entailed in the displacement of one group and its replace
ment by another group in a residential area. The inhabitants of an area
determine its value as a status symbol and vice-versa. The succession
completes its course with the re-integration of an area around the invading
3
people and the re-establishment of stability in the area*
1Amos Hawley, Human Ecology (New York, 1950), pp. 402-403.
2PRrk» et_al., The City, op. cit., p. 63.
Harold Gibbard, "The Status Factor in Residential Succession,"
Amerioan Journal of Sociology, XLVI (May, 1941), 835-42.
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The emphasis in this study is placed on succession as the con
cept was employed by Otis and Beverly Duncan in a study of the Negro
population of Chicago. Theoretically, they define residential succession
as the replacement of one population group in an area by another. How
ever, in order to study this process* it was necessary for them to define
the concept operationally*
Operational definition.—Residential succession has four major
stages: penetration, the movement of a few Negroes into an area of
virtually all white residence; invasion, the movement of a substantial
number of Negroes into the area; consolidation, the increase in the pro
portion of Negroes in the area; and piling up, the complete take over of
the area by Negroes.
For the sake of clarification in treating the concept "residential
succession," the following example is advanced. A specifie area during
year X contains white residents exclusively. In year Y some Negroes move
into the area, and by the end of year Z Negroes constitute all the resi
dents of the area. Thus, over an XYZ year period the Negroes completely
replaced the white residents in the specific area*
In the process of population turnover the succeeding population
may differ socially, economically, ethically, racially, or a combination
of these characteristics from the initial population. Such factors as
changes in the density of population, composition of household, the
character of local institutions, and the way residential structures are
used may accompany residential succession. However, these changes are not
to be assumed as invariable concomitants of residential succession*
The rate at which residential succession occurs varies. It is
possible that the process of residential succession may cease before one
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group has completely replaced the other. Such an area would give the
appearance of being racially mixed. On the other hand, an area may have
a high percentage of Negroes and an equally high percentage of whites at
the time the census is taken. It too would give the appearance of being
racially mixed, when in actuality it is undergoing residential succession.
Not too much is known about faotors relative to stably mixed population
groups* Therefore, care must be taken to ascertain if the tract is
homogeneously mixed or if it contains Negro and inhite sub-divisions*
Ideally, in studying the process of residential succession, one
would gather numerous observations during the period of transition. How
ever, since such studies are usually dependent upon decennial census data,
it is possible that succession may commence and terminate during the ten-
year interval. If such happens, one has at his disposal only before and
after observations of the process*
Census tracts, which are the basic units for this demographic
analysis, are arbitrary units and the classification of such according
to stages of succession is to a considerable extent a matter of judgment
tempered by the necessity of working within the limits of the available
data. Also, residential succession is an abstract concept and can at
best give only estimates of reality*
Seleotion of census tracts for analysis*—This study of succession
is limited to the 1940-1960 decades. Changes occurring during the twenty-
year period can be documented much more accurately than for previous
decades because Atlanta was subdivided by census tracts in 1940*
Succession, as treated in this study, is considered to have four
main stages: penetration, invasion, oonsolitation, and piling up. How
ever, succession may not progress through all these stages; it may be
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interrupted or halted before the process is completed. Also, there is no
sharp line of demarcation between any two consecutive stages*
This study is dependent upon census data. Census data showing
separately the housing, economic, and demographic characteristics of white
and non-white residents are available only for those tracts having 250 or
more non-white residents* For this reason, the first stage of succession,
penetration, is not analyzed in this investigation* The universe of
this succession study consists of forty-three census tracts that in 1960
had 250 or more non-white residents of which Negroes were preponderant*
In this investigation, no tract is considered as undergoing
invasion until there are at least 250 or more non-white residents in it*
The continued increase in number and proportion of Negroes in a tract
after invasion has been reached is referred to as consolidation* Metho
dologically, there are three sub-categories of consolidation* "Early
consolidation" refers to those tracts having; 250 or more non-white resi
dents in 1960 and less than 250 non-white residents in 1950, but with a
white proportion of two or more per cent in 1950*
The only difference between the invasion and early consolida
tion categories is with respect to the 1950 proportions (the 1950 Negro
proportion for the invasion category is less than two per cent)*
"Consolidation11 is used to refer to the group of tracts having
250 or more non-whites in both 1950 and 1960, but with a non-white pro
portion of 80 per cent or less at the beginning of the decade*
The third sub-category, "late consolidation," has a 1950 non-
white proportion of 80 per cent or more* It also has a 1960 non-white
proportion of 90 per cent or more and 250 non-whites in both 1950 and
I960.
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"Piling up" is the final category for the classification of census
tracts by stages of succession. All tracts having 97.5 per cent or more
non-white residents in both 1950 and 1960 are included in this category.
These tracts also had at least 250 non-white residents.
A summarization of the criteria for the classification of census
tracts is presented in Table 1*
There are several factors that should be considered in interpre
ting the result of a succession study. "Stage of succession" is an
idealized conoept which is of necessity an abstraction and therefore
describes reality only approximately. Also, census tracts are arbitrarily
defined units and they may not all be homogeneous in nature. Thus, to
classify census tracts according to stages of succession is largely a
natter of judgment*
As for detailed data, the best available data are for those
tracts that are piling up and the poorest data available are for the early
consolidation tracts. Table 2 summarizes the availability of data for
the census according to stages of succession.
The symbol "a" means that census data on population and housing
characteristics are available separately for whites and non-whites. The
symbol "b" means that the data on the total population represent either
white (in invasion tracts) or non-white (in piling up tracts) only. The


















97«6 per oent or more of population
non-white in both 1950 and 1960
250 or more non-white residents in
both years
80.0-97.4 per oent of population non-
whit© in 1950
90*0 per cent or more of population
non-white in 1960
250 or more non-white residents in
both years
Less than 80.0 per oent of population
non-white in 1950
250 or more non-white residents in
both 1950 and 1960
2 per cent or more of population non-
white in 1950
250 or more non-white residents in
1960 but less than 250 in 1950
Less than 2 per cent of population
non-white in 1950 and less than
250 non-white residents in 1950
250 or more non-white residents in
1960
Tracts with less than 250 non-white
residents in both 1950 and 1960;
Tracts with substantial decrease in
proportion of non-white residents
over the 1950 to 1960 decade;
And tracts with no Negro residents*
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TABLE 2
THE AVAILABILITY OF DATA FOR CENSUS TRACTS, BY STAGES





















EXPANSION OF ATLANTA'S NEGRO COMMUNITY, 1940-1960
The Negro population of Atlanta has been increasing rapidly in
number over the past three decades. Between 1930 and I960, the nvuriber
of Negroes in Metropolitan Atlanta increased from 150,204 to 221,000*
Although the Negro population has inoreased in number over the past three
decades, as a proportion of the total population, it has decreased be-
oause of the more rapid growth of the white population. Natural increase
has played a much store significant role in the Negro population increase
than has in-migration. For the deoade 1940 to 1950, 25 per oent of the
22,400 population increase was due to in-migration, while 75 per cent of
this increase was due to natural increase* In 1960, it is estimated
that 90*1 per cent of the Negro population increase is attributed to
natural increase and only a little over 9 per cent is attributed to in-
migration •
Population increase usually has a spatial counterpart. This is
true because a rapidly growing population mist be housed. In a southern
metropolis, the area for Negro residence poses a problem. Theoretically,
Negroes may secure occupanoy in proportion to their number in all resi
dential areas of the city. If this materializes, Negroes would be dis
persed widely and residential areas for whites and non-Tshites would be
the same. However, it is possible that Negroes may establish residence
16
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in some areas of the city and not in the remainder of the city* The
resultants are a concentration of Negro residences within certain areas
and a pattern of racial residential segregation. Distributional patterns,
ranging between the extremes of a dispersed even distribution aad a con
centrated complete segregation, might be postulated*
The spatial distribution of the Negro population in Atlanta is
examined at three points in time: 1940, 1950, and 1960. The distribu
tional patterns observed at these three points may vary. The residential
mobility of the Negro population suggests such an observation.
Background information on Atlanta.—From 1900 to 1960, the Negro
population of Atlanta has increased from 68,008 to 221,000; however,
Negroes as a proportion of the total population have decreased from 53.6
per cent in 1920 to 21*7 per cent in I960* But, the common trend in
metropolitan areas is for Negroes to concentrate primarily in the central
city. Atlanta seems to be no exception to this trend. Examining the
tabulations of the central city of Atlanta for 1950 and 1960, it is re
vealed that 182,899 of the metropolitan total of 221,000 non-nfoite resi
dents live in the oentral city. The proportion of Negroes in the total
population of the city of Atlanta has risen from SI.2 per cent in 1950
to 67,5 per cent in I960*
In order to investigate the expansion of Atlanta*s Negro com
munity, it is necessary to have a general idea of the type of people
that compose Atlanta's Negro population. Over four-fifths (80 per cent)
of the Negroes residing in Atlanta in 1910 were born in Georgia; less
than one-fifth of the Negro population was born in other Deep South states
of North and South Carolina, Mississippi, Tennessee, Florida, Alabama,
and Virginia. A little over one-fifth (17 per cent) of the Negro males
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were engaged in domestic and personal service occupations--.98 per cent
as janitors and sextons, 4.1 per cent as servants, 1*6 per cent as
waiters, and 2.5 per cent as porters; 4.5 per cent were engaged as
laborers; and .12 per cent -mere in professional occupations. Of the
children enrolled in school, at least 21 per cent of the population ten
years of age and over were illiterate.
Historically, railroads played a major role in the development
of the Negro residential pattern. Many of the early Negro inhabitants
were railroad workers and as euoh tended to settle near the place of their
employment. "Across the tracks'1 and "Down by the railroad" were expres
sions which explicitly designated the area of Negro residence in Atlanta.1
Originally, the oore of the Negro population was located near the
central railroad station and in the southeast. However, a few were dis
persed over other areas. The distribution of Negro residents by area
differed substantially from that of non-Negro residents. If the Negro
residential distribution had followed the same pattern as the white
residential distribution, Negroes would have constituted 32.6 per cent
of the population in each area*
Negroes in Atlanta, 1910-1920.--Between 1910 and 1920, the Negro
population of Atlanta increased by about 10,894—from 51,902 in 1910 to
62,796 in 1920. TOiile there was an increase in the number of Negroes,
the proportion decreased from 33.5 per cent to 31.3 per ceat over the
1910 to 1920 decade.
During the same decade, the proportion of Negro residents in
Atlanta born in other states decreased slightly. By 1920, 87.7 per cent
%athan Glaaer and Davis MoBntir®, Studies In Minority Housing
(Chicago, 1960), pp. 17-18•
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of the Negro residents of Atlanta had been born in Georgia. However, by
1930, the Negro residents of Atlanta who were born in Georgia had risen
to 93 per cent, thereby reducing the percentage of residents having their
birthplace in other states.
Generally, Negro males found employment in noa-service industries.
However, the percentage of Negro males engaged in personal and domestic
services increased from 17 per cent in 1910 to 19.3 per cent in 1920. On
the other hand, the proportion of Negro males engaged as laborers increased
from 4.5 to 13 per cent during the decade; and the proportion engaged as
semi-skilled operatives in manufacturing increased from 2 to 3.7 per cent
between 1910 and 1920.
There was improvement in the school enrollment and the literacy
rate of the Negro population of Atlanta during the 1910-1920 deoade. In
1910, 71 per cent of the children six to thirteen years of age were at
tending school. In 1920, the percentage of children seven to fourteen
years of age attending school had increased to 90.9 per cent. The per
centage of illiterates within each age group was not as high in 1920 as
in 1910. Table 3 shows the illiteracy rate for Atlanta's Negroes in 1920
and in 1910. By examining this table, it appears that the Negro popula
tion of Atlanta was more literate in 1920 than in 1910.
Between 1910 and 1920, the Negro population in Atlanta grew
rapidly in number, but not in proportion. The major source of growth
was natural inorease; the proportion of Negro residents bom in other
states decreased whereas the proportion bom in Georgia increased; non-
service occupations became more important as a source of Negro employ
ment; and the educational status of the Negro population increased.
20
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♦Data from Negro Population in the United States, 1790-1915,
Table 30, "Illiteracy,11 and Fourteenth Census of the United States,
Vol. II, Table 18, "Illiteracy."
Atlanta's Negro residential distribution.—The 1910 pattern of
Negro residential distribution has been desoribed briefly. The major
concentration of Negro residents was centered around the railroad and
in the southeast section of Atlanta. The change, if any, in the resi
dential pattern of the Negroes over the deoade 1910-1920 was very slight*
Henoe, the area of Negro residence expanded very little even
though there was an increase of 21 per cent in the Negro population. In
place of an expansion of Negro residential areas, there was a consolida
tion of existing areas of Negro residences that is, the increasing Negro
population mas absorbed into areas in which a nucleus of Negroes already
resided. Thus, those areas having Negroes already received a dispro
portionate share of the city's increase in Negro population*
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Beginning with 1940, the spatial distribution of Negro residence
can be examined rather closely* This is possible because Atlanta became
a census tract city in 1940. A series of three maps shows the distribu
tion of the Negro population in Atlanta by the 66 census tracts for 1940,
and the 113 census tracts for 1950 and for I960. For the construction of
these maps, census tracts were classified into nine intervals in terms of
the proportions of Negroes residing in the tracts. These intervals are
constant, ranging from those tracts in which no Negroes reside to those
in which 97.5 per cent or more of the inhabitants are Negro*
The spatial distribution of the Negroes of Atlanta with respect
to whites in 1940 is shown in Figure 1* There were seven tracts in which
Negroes composed 97*6 per cent or more of the total population. Three
tracts fell within the 90*0 to 97*4 per cent interval. However, there
was only one census tract having no Negro residents.
In 1940, 13 per cent of the city's Negro population and 1*3 per
cent of the city's non-Negro population resided in the seven tracts with
Negro proportions of 75 to 39*9 per cent. Only two census tracts are
located within the 50 to 74.9 per cent interval* Six-tenths per cent of
the non-white population of Atlanta and one-tenth per cent of Atlanta's
non-Negro population are found within the two tracts having 50 to 74*9
per cent Negro residents* At least 56*3 per cent of the city's popula
tion resided in census tracts in which at least half the residents were
Negroes•
Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the residential distribution of Negroes
with respect to the non-Negro population in 1940, 1950, and I960* Generally,
the residential areas of Negro concentration are found to be the same over
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Figure 3.--Negro Population, Atlanta, i960
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the 20-year period* Those census tracts having a high proportion of
Negro residents in 1940 had high proportions of Negro residents in I960*
In 1960, Negroes numbered 221,000 and constituted 21*7 per cent of
Atlanta's metropolitan population; whereas, in 1940, they numbered
149,714 and constituted 26*8 per cent of the total population. Thus, the
Negro population increased in numbers during the 1940 to 1960 period; out
at the same time, it decreased in proportion of the total population.
The concentration of the Negro population in certain residential
areas as suggested in Figures 1, 2, and '6 reflects a pattern of racial
residential segregation. Not only is a pattern of racial residential
segregation suggested; but also, it appears that the trend is toward a
greater degree of such segregation. In 1940, there were seven tracts with
97*5 to 100 per cent of the residents Negroes; in 1950, there were ten
such tracts; and by 1960, there were thirteen. The proportions of the
city's non-Negro residents residing in almost exclusively non-Negro
tracts (tracts in which Negroes comprise less than one per cent of the
residents) were 5.1 per cent in 1940, 15.6 per oent in 1950, and 9.5 per
cent in I960.
During the decade 1940 to 1950, the proportion of Atlanta's Negro
population residing in almost exclusively Negro residential areas in
creased; and the proportion of non-Negroes residing in almost exclusively
non-Negro residential areas increased. Apparently, the increased segre
gation of the Negro population over the decade resulted, not from a con
traction or shrinkage of the area in which Negroes resided, but rather from
a disproportionate growth of Negro population in areas with substantial
1940 Negro population and a disproportionate growth of the non-Negro pop
ulation in areas with no Negro residents*
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For example, the Negro population increased by 22,947 during the
1940 to 1950 decade* In 28 census tracts in which Negroes made up 10 per
cent or more of the 1940 population, the Negro population increased by
16,70S. As for the non-Negro population in the city, there was an in
crease of 168,147 over the decade 1940-1950] but the non-Negroes residing
in the 28 census tracts mentioned previously decreased by 1,684. In
1940, 1,396 non-Negroes resided in tracts with no Negro residents; a
decade later, 75,247 non-Negroes resided in tracts of exclusive white
residence.
Change in the residential segregation of Negroes is shown in
Table 4. Eighty-two per cent of the Negro population resided in tracts
in which at least half the residents vrere Negroes, and 21*7 per eent of
the whites resided in tracts with no Negro residents. Both the Negro
and white population increased by 48,339 and 290,203, respectively, over
the deoade. While there was an increase in the proportion of Negroes
living in exclusively Negro tracts, there was also an increase in the
proportion of whites living in almost exclusively vfaite residential
areas. At the same time, there were proportionately more Negroes (79
per eent in 1950 and 87.6 per cent in 1960) and proportionately more
whites (18.9 per cent in 1950 and 24.3 per cent in I960) residing in
"mixed" tracts (tracts in which Negroes comprise between one and 97.4
per cent of the residents) in 1950 than in I960.
There was a substantial decrease in the number of "mixed" tracts
during the decade 1950 to 1960—from 92 in the former to 74 in the latter
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Table 5 presents a summarization of the data just discussed. It
shows that the bulk of the Negro population increase was absorbed by al
ready congested areas, i.e., areas in which Negroes comprise at least one
per cent or more of the 1950 population.
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TABUS 5
CHANGE IN THE RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION OF NEGROES OVER THE
1950 TO 1960 DECADE BY NEGRO PROPORTION
IN CENSUS TRACTS





























The data, also, show that the white population decreased within
each group of tracts having 10 per cent or more Negro residents in 1950;
whereas, there was a gain in the Negro population to offset the loss of
white residents having 75 per cent or more Negro residents. Furthermore,
the greatest Negro population inorease was absorbed by those areas having
the highest proportion of Negro residents in 1950. Finally, the data
show that there was a decrease in the number of both the Negro and non-
Negro population residing in tracts with less than one per cent Negro
residents. This suggests that the number of "mixed" areas observed in
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1950 -were transitory and the trend is toward exclusively white or toward
exclusively Negro residential areas*
Patterns of succession*--The succession from non-Negro to Negro
occupancy once under may may be arrested, interrupted, or reversed. The
rate at which succession occurs "varies from area to area* Figures 4, 5,
and 6 indicate that this is the case.
In Figure 4, census tracts in which between 10 and 70 per cent of
the 1940 inhabitants were Negroes are plotted -with respect to their 1940
and 1950 percentage of Negroes. If there -was an increase in the percentage
of Negroes in a particular tract, the point for the tract will fall above
the diagonal line in the graph. The point is placed below the line if
there is a decrease in the percentage of Negro residents* The point is
placed on the diagonal line if there is no change in the percentage of
non-white residents* Four -bracts fell below the diagonal line; ten are
plaoed above the line; and no tracts are placed on the line* Therefore,
succession from white to Negro occupanoy continued between 1940 and 1950
in ten of the fourteen tracts in which Negroes constituted between 10 and
70 per cent of the 1940 population.
Figure 5 shows that succession continued during 1950 and 1960 in
15 of the 32 tracts with Negroes constituting between 10 and 70 per cent
of the 1950 population*
The rate of suoeession differs markedly among tracts. This is
reflected in the traots with 1950 Negro proportions of 10 to 70* These
same tracts had 1960 Negro proportions ranging from 2 to 63*3 per cent*
On the average, the rate of succession was more rapid for those traots
having 10 to 70 per cent of the population non-white in 1940* Figure 6
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shows that the rate of succession is slower for those census tracts that
have a smaller percentage of non-white residents. Only four of the six
teen census traots having 1950 Negro proportions of four to ten per cent
experienced an increase in percentage of Negroes over the 1950 to 1960
decade. However, the Negro proportions for these 16 tracts in 1960
ranged from zero to 90*7 per cent*
The most frequent pattern is for the succession from white to
Negro occupancy to continue without interruption. However, succession
may be halted, interrupted, or reversed during its initial stage. Table
6 shows that there were 24 tracts with 1940 proportions Negro of one per
cent or more in which the proportion Negro increased between 1940 and
1960, and 33 tracts in which the proportion Negro decreased during the
decade*
TABLE 6
CENSUS TRACTS WITH 1940 NEGRO PROPORTIONS OF ONE PER CENT OR MORE
THAT EXPERIENCED A CHANGE IN NEGRO PROPORTION OVER THE
















In 19 of the tracts with Negroes constituting 10 per cent or
more of the 1940 population, Negroes increased as a percentage of the
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total population between 1940 and 1960. However, only one-fifth of those
tracts hairing 1940 Negro proportions of one to ten per cent experienced
an increase in Negro proportions. This reflects the tendency for succes
sion to be interrupted or halted in the earlier stage of the succession
cycle •
Of the 24 tracts in which the proportion Negro increased between
1940 and I960* 20 experienced an increase in Negro proportion between 1940
and 1950. Table 7 reflects changes in the Negro proportions for these 24
tracts over the 1940 to 1950 decade.
TABLE 7
CENSUS TRACTS EXPERIENCING A CHANGE IN NEGRO PROPORTION OVER
















During the 1940 to 1950 decade, succession was interrupted in
two of the three tracts having 1940 Negro proportions of one to ten per
cent; whereas, it was interrupted in only two of the seventeen tracts
having 1940 Negro proportions of ten or more per cent* Again a tendency
toward interruption of the succession cycle in the earlier stages of the
process is reflected.
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There was only one tract (F-65) in which Negroes constituted one
per cent or more of the population for the first time in 1960. However,
this same tract had no Negro residents in 1960. Thirty-five of the
fifty-five tracts with 1950 Negro proportions of ten per cent or more
experienced an increase in proportion Negro from 1950 to 1960. Thirty-
eight traots had 1950 Negro proportions of one to ten per cent. Only
eight of these tracts experienced an increase over the 1950 to 1960
decade.
Succession from non-Negro to Negro residence has proceeded
rapidly during the 1950 to 1960 decade in 26 tracts. Table 8 shows these
tracts by their 1960 Negro proportion.
TABLE 8
CENSUS TRACTS EXPERIENCING A RAPID RATE OF SUCCESSION OVER















It is significant to note that those tracts having rapid rates
of succession over the 1950 to 1960 decade also had high proportions of
Negro residents. On the other hand, those tracts having slower rates of
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succession or no succession were those tracts that had low proportions of
Negro residents*
Once succession from white to Negro occupancy is under way, it is
seldom arrested, especially after it passes the early consolidation stage«
Of the 35 census tracts with Negro proportions of one per cent or more in
each census year from 1940 to 1960, only ten experienced a change of less
than ten percentage points in the Negro proportion over the 20-year
period* Eleven of these tracts evidenced some stability in proportion
mainly because the 1950 proportion Negro mas over 80 per cent. Although
the percentage increase in Negro proportion was less than ten per cent,
the succession from non-Negro to Negro occupancy was almost complete by
1960 in these 11 tracts*
For those tracts constituting the core of the Negro residential
areas and those located near Negro residential concentration, the follow
ing inferences may be drawnj (l) in most tracts, the 1960 Negro propor
tion was higher than the 1940 proportion, (2) the number of Negroes in
creased over the 1940 to 1960 period, whereas, the number of non-white
residents decreased, (3) the residence of Negroes was segregated within
oensus tracts, and (4) the number of dwellings occupied by Negroes in
creased within each of the tracts*
The relative stability of an isolated census tract is illus
trated in Table 9* Not only is there a difference in the rate at which
succession occurs in different census tracts, but also there is a dif
ference in the rate of succession for the same oensus tract at different
time intervals*
In summary, the data of this chapter show that the spatial out
line of the Atlanta Negro community was established by 1940, if not 1930*
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The Negro population growth has been concentrated within the city and
areas that are in close proximity thereto. While the proportion of
Negroes in Metropolitan Atlanta decreased during the 1940 to 1960 period,
the percentage of Negroes in the city of Atlanta has increased from 34.6
to 37.5 per cent over the 1950 to 1960 period. The non-Negro population
is following the usual metropolitan pattern, i.e., moving to the suburb.
Table 10 shows the residential distribution of non-whites and whites by
distance from the city's center for the city of Atlanta.
The earliest Negro settlements were near the central railroad
lines and in the southeast. Shortly before World War I, the major ex
pansion of the Negro community was eastward. However, because of barriers
such as railroad lines and white residential districts, the movement to
•Hie east and to the south was either slowed up or completely stopped.
The increasing pressure for more and better housing, plus white resis
tance to northward expansion turned the expansion of the Negro communi
ty westward. Sinoe 1940, the expansion has been within an enlarged west
38
side coimnunity and also by the development of new residential areas out.
side the old city limits on the west side.
TABLE 10
RESIDENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF NON-WHITES AND 1HITES, BY DISTANCE PHOM





































Nearly 40 per cent of the Atlanta Negro population lived in the
west side area in 1940, and the trend since then is for Negroes to move
to the vest side within the city of Atlanta*
CHAPTER IV
STAGES OF SUCCESSION
A normal aspect of city growth is succession. Areal expansion
is required for growth, thus changing some areas from non-residential
to residential use. As the commercial and industrial areas expand,
some residential areas are infringed upon especially those in the belt
surrounding the city of the city which is referred to as the "zone in
transition." Ihile this area is more susceptible to being enoroached
upon, it is possible that other areas of the city will be infringed
upon# As an area ages and begins deteriorating, a residential group
having high economic status may often vacate it to establish residence
in a newer residential development. A residential group of lower
economic status may move into the area. Population turnover is often
the result of general congestion in a specific area. This simply means
that the inhabitants of a oongested area begin to expand and as such
replace another population type in a residential area.
Succession as treated here does not necessarily encompass conflict
between the initial population and its successors. While overt conflict
may be present in some instances of population turnover, in other oases
it may be so slight as to go unnoticed.
As has already been pointed out, the rate of succession may be
quite variable, i.e., the complete cycle may take only a short while or
it may occur over a long period of years. Moreover, the population
39
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turnover may be rapid at first and then slow down, or vice versa. Hence,
the time relationship involved in succession presents interesting subject
natter*
Examples of succession.—The varying rate at which succession
occurs is presented in Figure 7 which shows the proportion of Negroes in
the population for selected census tracts at 10-year interrals, 1940 to
I960, Census tract P-26 had 97.7 per cent Negro residents in 1940, 99.8
per cent by 1950, and complete succession by 1960. This traot is classed
as "piling-upM since it had 97.5 per cent or more Negro residents in each
of the decades.
Census traot F-44 is an example of a tract which has virtually
oompleted suooession. The percentage of Negroes has increased progres
sively (73,6, 85,4, and 97.9 per cent) over the 1940 to 1960 period.
This traot has undergone "late consolidation" and is presently under
going Mpiling-up,"
Census tracts F-1S, F-17, and F-31 are examples of areas in
which succession was at an early stage in 1940 and has continued at
•varying rates over the 20-year period. Census tract F-1S was at a very
early stage of consolidation (4,4 per cent Negro residents) in 1940, In
1950, the proportion of Negroes decreased to 3.3 per cent. However, by
1960, Negroes constituted 12.8 per cent of the total population of the
tract. Traot F-31 had 8,1 per oent Negro occupants in 1940; the per
centage increased to 63,3 by 1960. Lastly, tract F-17 has 12.2 per cent
Negroes in 1940 and 93,7 per cent Negro residents in I960. Focusing
attention of the three tracts just discussed (F-13, F-31, and F-17), we
may classify them by their 1950 and 1960 proportions of Negroes as "early
kl
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consolidation," "consolidation," and "late consolidation," respective
Tract F-56 is an example of an area undergoing consolidation.
Its Negro proportions for the 20-year period were 5.6, 5.5, and 63.4,
respectively. Because of the variability of the rate of succession in
this tract, it is difficult to determine the rate of succession for this
tract over the next decade. It is possible, theoretically, for the suc
cession oycle to be halted, thus bringing on a stabilization of the Negro
populations however, a close look at Atlanta's residential succession
history does not indicate this as a possible outcome.
Census tract P-107 exemplifies an area which has undergone in
vasion. Negroes constitute 1.7 per cent of the total population in 1950
and 2.4 per cent in I960.
The different examples of succession are used to show the con
trast between areas undergoing succession at different times and at dif
ferent rates. A classification of oensus tracts according to stages of
succession is established arbitrarily; but in spite of this, such a
classification should reveal if there are differences of significance
between areas in different stages of succession*
During the decade 1950 to 1960, there was increases and decreases
in the proportions of Negroes in the various census tracts. Figure 8
shows the increases and decreases over the decade. The diagonal line is
drawn to separate tracts increasing from those decreasing in percentage
Negro over the 1950-1960 decade. The tracts above the diagonal line
experienced an inorease, whereas those below the line experienced a de
crease in the percentage of Negroes. There were very few tracts which
1,3
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had a substantial non-white population experiencing a decrease in non-
white population over the 1950-1960 decade. Succession mas not arrested
on any tract that had a "mixed" population in 1950. Thus, it can be
inferred that those tracts which had a "mixed" population in 1950 were
actually undergoing succession from ishite to Negro occupancy*
Figure 9 shows the spatial distribution of the non-white popula
tion of Atlanta by census tracts and stages of succession for I960* The
Negro population is concentrated near the central oity generally with a
subsequent movement to the West Side* The piling-up tracts are located
in close proximity to the central city* There is a preponderance of con
solidation traots located near the piling-up tracts -which seems to reflect
the further containment of non-whites. Only one tract has undergone in
vasion. Interestingly, this tract is not in close proximity to the core
of the Negro residential area*
Population growth by stage of succession*—Table 11 shows the
distribution of the Negro population over the categories of traots used
in idle succession study. The 43 census tracts analyzed contain 83 per
cent of Atlanta's Negro population in 1950 and about 79 per cent in I960*
The remainder of Atlanta's Negroes reside in census tracts that have
characteristics which exclude them from this analysis*
Role of residential mobility in succession*—There was a sub
stantial increase in the number of Negroes in each category of census
tracts that was analyzed in this study* The greatest relative increase
was in the consolidation category. There was an increase in the percentage
of Halites located in those tracts analyzed. However, an increasing per
centage of these whites is located in those categories with less than 250
or with no Negroes*
Census $racts with








Figure 9 .—Census Tracts Classified by Stage of Succession,
Atlanta, i960
TABLS 11
POPULATION BY RACE, FOR CENSUS TRACTS CLASSIFIED BY STAGE OF SUCCESSION,

















































































































The increase in Negro population in the invasion, early consoli
dation and consolidation tracts resulted from in-migration rather than
from natural increase (excess of births over deaths) of Negroes already
residing there in 1950. It is possible, however, that the late consoli
dation and piling-up tracts could have increased in the percentage of
Negroes as a result of natural increase since both categories had a
substantial number of Negroes in 1950. In order to approximate the
source of the Negro population increase, it is necessary to estimate
idie contribution of both in-migration and natural increase to the resi
dential areas under investigation*
Components of population growth.—The Negro population of the
city of Atlanta increased by 78 per cent during the 1950-1960 decade.
It is estimated that 90.1 per cent of the increase is attributed to
natural increase, and 9.9 per cent is attributed to net-izmigration.
Three cautions are regarded in the interpretation of data concerning the
source of population increase. First, estimates of net residential move
ment are not estimates of population turnover. Second, it is difficult
to determine if -(die origin of persons was in other tracts within the
city or whether it was outside the city. Third, analysis of the source
of population growth is much more subject to error than estimates for
the city as a whole*
Table 12 shows the estimated components of the Negro population
growth for selected census tracts and the remainder of the city.
The piling-up category experienced a decrease in the percentage
of Negroes over the decade. However, for those piling-up tracts that
were selected for this analysis, as well as the consolidation tracts
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used in this table, there mis a greater percentage increase in those
tracts closer to the city (within five miles of the central city) than
in those tracts located five miles or more from the central city. Net
in-migration tended to be a more important source of growth in the late
consolidation category than in the piling-up category*
TABIE 12
ESTIM&TED COMPONENTS OF NEGRO POPUL&TION GROWTH, FOR SELECTED
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♦Atlanta Region Metropolitan Commission, I960. Population
Housing.
Residential distribution of migrants.—Residential mobility is
important in bringing about changes in the spatial distribution of Negroes.
However, as has already been mentioned, it is impossible to distinguish
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those persons moving into the particular census traot from other areas
of the city and those moving from areas outside the city« However, while
net in-migration is not the source of the larger proportion of the in
crease in Negro population* it may be inferred that the spatial distri
bution is affected either directly or indirectly by net-inmigration.
Data on the intra-city distribution of migrants for 1950 are
presented in Table 15 and are illustrated in Figure 10 for 21 selected
census tracts*
In summary, as a result of the analysis of this fragmentary
data on migration, the follovdng inferences may be made: The bulk of
the Negro migrants to Atlanta tended to settle in those areas that
already had a substantial Negro occupancy* Migrants are distributed
disproportionately in those areas undergoing the latter phases of suc
cession. Therefore, the older residents tend to be the ones to replace
the vihites in residential succession*
TABLE 13































































































































































SELECTED CENSUS TRACTS USED IN MIGRATION ANALYSIS, ATLANTA, i960
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study mas to apply the Duncans' theory of
residential succession to the non-whit© population of Atlanta, Georgia.
Residential succession as a concept used by Otis and Beverly Duncan
refers to the process by which one population group replaces another in
a residential area. This process has four major stages: penetration,
invasion, consolidation, and piling up. Because of the lack of detailed
data, the first stage, penetration, is not analyzed.
The Duncans' theory of residential succession was found to be
-very applicable to the Negroes of Atlanta. However, one significant dif
ference must be pointed out—population turnover in Chicago resulted in
the replacement of whites by Negroes in residential areas. While this
was found to be true in some instances in this study, it vsas also found
that the expansion of the Negro community in Atlanta had been in a large
measure into those areas that were previously non-residential. That is,
sinoe 1940, the expansion has been within an enlarged west side community
and also in new residential areas outside the old city limits on the west
side.
Generally, the findings of this study are similar to those of the
Duncans. The Negro population of Atlanta has been increasing over the
last two decades from 149,714 in 1940 to 221,000 in 1960. This population
53
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increase has been absorbed largely by those residential areas -which
already had a substantial number of Negro occupants. The source of this
population growth is attributed to natural increase which is estimated
to account for 90*1 per oent of the increase in I960.
An analysis of the 43 oensus tracts, which could be classified
by the Duncans' criteria for classification of census tracts according
to stages of succession, reveals that the trend is toward exclusively
Negro or exclusively white residential areas. The number of "mixed"
tracts decreased over the 1950 to 1960 decade while the number of persons
living in exclusively -white and exclusively Negro tracts increased.
This study also pointed up the varying rates at which succession
occurs. However, it seems that the invasion of tracts which are in close
proximity to Negro residential areas results in more rapid completion of
the cycle*
Ihile the Negro community was originally near the railroad and
in the southeast, the expansion of the Negro community since 1940 has been
to the west side.
The in-migrants tend to settle in those areas which already have
a substantial number of Negro residents, thus increasing the population
density. Since in-migrants settle in the established Negro residential
areas, it may be inferred that invasion by Negroes is instigated by the
older settlers rather than by the in-coming population.
The data collected point to a pattern of racial residential segre
gation in Atlanta. . The trend appears to be not toward a breaking down of
this segregation but rather toward further containment of the Negro
population*
55
The writer is aware of the fact that there is a wealth of
knowledge concerning the residential distribution of Negroes in Atlanta,
Georgia, which is not included in this study. Although there are many
limitations on this study, it is hoped that it -will contribute to the
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